Not only did Diskeeper take care of fragmentation of the files, it also solved the problem of swap file
fragmentation which can severely affect performance as memory is swapped to disk. It was a very simple
install, set, and forget. Diskeeper has proved to be VERY valuable on our SQL server as it's able to
defragment our data stores which average about 60GB per database file. The I-FAAST® feature keeps our
disks running at optimal performance, which is crucial for busy database servers.
Bryan Fulkersin, IT Director, Moulton-Clift Insurance
We run our Command Center with SQL Server. Diskeeper fixed our performance and query timeout
problems while running the electrical Outage Report job with the Command Center application. We did
an upgrade on a piece of software. After the upgrade, a query that ran to create a necessary report started
timing out. The report ran slow before the upgrade – in excess of twenty minutes. That report was disk
I/O intensive. We extended the timeout values after the software upgrade and it would run for days but it
never completed the report. I ran out of options, calling support and a trial of Diskeeper. Diskeeper fixed
the problem after defragmenting the drives.
Ian Fleming, Systems Manager, Upshur Rural Electric Cooperative
Prior to deployment of Diskeeper, we had numerous problems with data seek times on the hard disks on
our workstations, but especially on our servers. We had high-performing drives, plenty of free disk space,
but still things seemed sluggish. With the installation of Diskeeper, we see more responsiveness from our
workstations and from our network as a whole.
Stephen Harrington, Amnet, Inc.
Diskeeper is a vital tool. The systems that directly benefit from Diskeeper are my Windows 2003/2008
servers. My work is better off because of the performance increase I receive from my servers by having
their hard drives defragmented, and the reporting feature also alerts me to storage capacity problems. I
found that the alert feature of Diskeeper is really great. It emails me a report at 9:00am every morning
with a disk space and defrag report, so I can be alerted to potential problems.
Christopher Kudlick, Senior Network Engineer, Morris James LLP
Our software vendor recommended that we defragment the computers when we started having file
corruption problems and using the built-in defrag you have to be an administrator to defragment the
systems. Diskeeper allows me to resolve those problems without the user having to remember to
defragment. I can do the all the setup from one computer, this saves my time from having to check each
computer.
Philip Knott, Senior Engineering Technician, Reliance Fire Protection, Inc.
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